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Saladin 1138-1193

ONCE UPON A TIME THERE WAS A GREAT SON OF
ISLAM WHOSE NAME WAS SALADIN. It was he who
united the Arabs into a solid wall of resistance to the Crusader

invasion of the Holy Land. It was he who thwarted the Crusaders at every
turn. His acts of bravery, chivalry and generosity to both friend and foe
are spoken of throughout Islam in tones of awe, for Saladin was unlike
any son of Esau who went before or has come after.

His exploits are legion and are related from father to son in lonely desert
oasis as well as being written in the world’s history books. His military
exploits are common knowledge. How he consolidated his power is not
common knowledge.

Saladin’s Problem

The Arab world was in turmoil. Just as stability had been achieved in the
Arab world, it was struck from the east by fierce invaders from the
Mongolian deserts. Turning to meet this threat it was struck from behind
by Christian Crusaders from Western Europe who had seemingly materi-
alized from nowhere. The Islamic world fragmented. Little Islamic king-
doms sprang up governed by warlords who fought the Christians and
each other, but who owed no real allegiance to anyone but Allah.

At this time there was a great Arab king who was Sultan of Egypt and
Syria. His armies had blunted and then defeated the invasion of the fierce
invaders from the east. He then turned to deal with the powerful Christian
Crusaders from the West. But, before he could really begin his task, he
died.
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His understudy was a young man named Saladin. He was slightly built,
medium height, and he was most unlike other Arabs as his nature was
generous and truthful.

His first order of business was to consolidate his own rule. This he did in
short order. He then undertook the cause of throwing the Crusaders out
of the mid-east.

If all Islam could be united into one mighty force the relatively few
Crusaders would present but a small problem. But, to get at the Christians
ensconced in their fortresses and castles, Saladin had to pass through the
lands of independent Arab states, the ones that had sprung up following
the chaos of the invasions from both the east and west. This passage
would involve him in endless wars with Arab co-religionists. The Arab
rulers of these independent states would fight an invasion by Saladin as
soon as they would an invasion by the Christians. The following is how
Saladin went about solving this problem.

The Scribe

The normal method of communication in the Arab countries was for the
name of the ruler to be mentioned in prayers made in each mosque. In this
way the people would know who their ruler was, an ever-changing event
in the violent lives of Islam’s rulers, few of whom died natural deaths.

Short proclamations made by the warlord ruler were relayed to the
worshipers on Friday by their mullah and then prayers were said. After-
ward, people gathered in groups and discussed politics and business - just
as they do today.

Saladin was effectively cut out of the religious communications network
loop of these independent states. To open an alternate means of reaching
the people, Saladin set up in his palace a large room filled with scribes.
Their job was to write letters - personal letters to individuals living in the
rebellious Arab lands that lay between Saladin and the Crusaders.

In that day of slow communication and expensive mail, these letters were
welcome, treasured, and passed on from hand to hand and group to group,
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each letter reaching many people, and just like today, each letter con-
tained news eagerly sought by gossip-starved people.

Besides gossip, which was the honey that drew the reader, these letters
contained Saladin’s praise of the local rulers. Saladin’s praise increased
the stature of the local rulers, who did not mind letting contenders to their
thrones know that the great Saladin himself appreciated them and perhaps
he might be called on to support them if need be to keep them on their
thrones.

The letters also contained news of the Christian invasion and the desecra-
tion of Arab holy places; Christian atrocities against defenceless peace-
loving Arabs by these infidel invaders. They also told how cowardly it
was for Arabs to sit by doing nothing while their God was being defamed
and their holy places desecrated.

The letters also told of how Islam’s great religious leaders were calling
for a holy war against the Christians and how the Allah’s faithful servant,
Saladin, was obeying by gathering war materials and supplies, and
arming his men to fight the Jihad. The letters also called on all who loved
Allah to support the holy war and it was expected by everyone that the
independent kings would do their share in the name of Allah.[1].

These letters went out by the thousands and they gradually converted the
people to the cause of Holy War. When at last Saladin began his march
against the Christian infidels, he passed through the lands of the rebel
rulers and was welcomed in every hamlet and city. The ruler of the
independent lands dared not oppose Saladin or the Holy War against the
Christians when all their people supported it, and so they too added their
support and their armies to Saladin’s great war effort - with Saladin as its
leader.

It was in this way that Saladin’s scribes won a great victory over rebel
Arab rulers without a life being lost.

The Scribe’s Mission

The scribe’s job is to broadcast the will and policy of his king. He informs
the people of the king’s wishes. If the king orders his people to gather - it
is the scribe who issues the orders:
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"... the principal scribe... which mustered the people of the
land, ... and brought them to the king of Babylon." II Kings
25:19

The job of this scribe was to "muster the people" or gather them together.
Sometimes, a king may contact a scribe who serves another King - the
King of Kings. Or, as it it says here;

"Artaxerxes... unto Ezra the priest, the scribe, even a scribe
of the words of the commandments of the Lord, and of his
statutes to Israel." Ezra 7:11-12

So, we have scribes both of kings and scribes of the King of Kings. Kings
cannot rule unless the people know the king’s wishes and the only way
they can learn his wishes is through the use of scribes.

Intelligence Agents

Local newspapers contain extensive files on anyone who has ever attract-
ed public attention. My mother was active in women’s organizations and
her file at the newspaper was thick. Scribes act the part of intelligence
agents in gathering this data.

Recently another reporter came by the house. He represented a large
Virginia newspaper. He was courteous and pleasant. I asked him to
submit a list of questions, and he did. They weren’t bad like those of the
Lynchburg News & Advance reporter. I hated to turn him down, but I’ve
learned that if they aren’t Janissaries they aren’t employed by the
stranger’s media[2].

The next day I received a phone call from the military school I had gone
to as a boy. They wanted to know how much info they should release to
this Richmond reporter. He later called to tell me that he had talked to one
of my classmates in North Carolina who sent his regards. I learned two
things from that call. First, the establishment was investigating me back
to age 15. Second, that classmate he talked to was a nice fellow, everyone
liked him. The reporter went out of state to question him about me.
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When someone is that thorough in their research they are compiling data
- data that can either be used for a book, or sometimes, even blackmail.
There are any number of people in the country who can’t open their
mouths because if they did someone would spill the beans.

The Million Dollar Scribe

About ten years ago someone sent me the papers of a trust that rewarded
"deserving" young talented writers. The awards were substantial - almost
a million dollars in three disbursements over a ten-year period. This is a
lot of money for a youngster in his 20’s. I remember thinking at the time
that this was giving away a lot of money in exchange for nothing.

It was only later that I realized the significance of what I had seen. These
grants bought establishment scribes and added them to the establish-
ment’s reservoir of talent. I have little doubt that the grants included side
agreements as to the subjects the writers were to write on and the
forfeiture of the grants if the recipient ever turned on the grantor.

The staggered disbursements kept the recipients waiting for the next one,
and the side agreements kept them on the leash - or made them give up
the million for non-compliance.

I have often wondered how many of today’s so called "independent"
writers are actually "million dollar scribes on a leash". I know a number
of writers who plead poverty, but can always seem to have plenty of
money. The establishment easily afford a million each, and that money
buys the soul of the recipient for the rest of his life. Without the scribe,
the king can’t rule and the merchant can’t trade, because that is how the
world is ordered.

The Merchant

The WORD says:

"The love of money is the root of all evil." I Tim, 6:10

Just who is the one who uses this money for evil? The WORD points to
the culprit:
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"Babylon ... for thy merchants were the great men of the
earth." Rev 18:21,23

This is opposed to the vision of our own people: "Nor do we delight in
merchandise, nor in such a mixture with other men as arises from it
...having a fruitful country for our habitation, we take pains in cultivating
that only. Our principle care–– is .—-to educate our children well;... to
observe the laws that have been given us —Since —-there was no
occasion offered us ...for intermixing among the Greeks they had had for
mixing among the Egyptians, by their intercourse of exporting and
importing their several goods; as they also mixed with the Phoenicians,
who lived by the sea-side, by means of their love of lucre in trade and
merchandise." Flavius Josephus Against Apion 1:12

It is these "great men", the merchants, who rule the earth. These mer-
chants who have divided the world amongst themselves, each claiming a
part as his own market area[3].

The Merchant’s Rule

In as few words as possible, the following describes the imperium of the
merchant and his method of operation:

The Merchant - Prime Directive: The merchant must Find a market for
his goods.

The King: The merchant must establish a king to protect him and
promote his interests.

The Priest: Before the Merchant can trade in a market he must first
secure the blessing of its god, or the people may kill him[4].

The great merchant’s" method of conquering and ruling a market area is
ancient and through the millennia has developed into a science. He first
hires a king to rule the market area claimed by himself. If the land has no
kings, the merchant furnishes the gold necessary for their selected agent
to hire soldiers so that he can become more powerful than his neighbours
and then become king.
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The merchant’s "king" functions as the merchant’s “Policeman". He is
hired to keep order in the merchant’s market area so that trade can take
place without hindrance. The king and his retainers support themselves
with tribute taken from the people they rule.

Need For A King

To make the people rely on their "king" for protection, the king creates a
perpetual state of emergency. He sees to it that there is always an "enemy
at the gate".

Because of the merchants’ usury system that requires 11 units to be
repaid for each 10 borrowed, wars become an economic necessity. They
force people to borrow money into existence to keep the system operat-
ing. The defeated kings, who are also members of the system, are seldom
destroyed[5]. They may be needed as enemies again in the future. Usual-
ly, the enemy fought today will be the same enemy that will be fought
tomorrow.

Without enemies at the gate the people would soon realize that the
WORD was right and that they have no need for kings - that kings do all
the evil things that God said that they would do.

5 The exception being the leaders of nations who actually try to throw off
the merchant’s rule. These nations are treated harshly when they are
finally conquered.

Religious Endorsement of Sin

Kings rule only when they are supported by scribes and Pharisees. When
a king’s policy comes in conflict with the Law of God and conflict
results, the people must be persuaded to obey the policy of their king
rather than the Law of God.

If the people were ever permitted to decide themselves whether to obey
either God or the king - their decisions would soon lead to revolution.
This is why kings must either appoint priests to endorse his sin, or pay
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priests with tax-exemption and a franchise to fleece the sheep tax free, to
do the same. Buying the loyalty of the Pharisee helps the king avoid
conflict with his subjects.

This is what Jesus was talking about when he said: "We wrestle
against.—-spiritual wickedness in high places." Ephesians 6:12

Counter Reformation

Whenever a people repents and determines to obey God rather than man,
this constitutes revolt to their un-Godly rulers, a revolt that may not only
unseat the king, but also unseat the merchant whom he serves.

To keep his king on the throne, the merchant first leashes his scribes
against those who would pull him down. Today’s scribes make no secret
who they look to for their information. It is the Southern Poverty Law
Center and the   Anti Defamation League. The FBI, local schools, city
governments, police and military do also - all organizations under the
command or influence of the king are expected to accept information
from these two organizations and their fellow traveller organizations
without question, even when patently untrue. These organizations speak
for the international merchant and as such are above criticism.

Hue & Cry

If the enemy is weak, and the scribes skilful, they "outlaw" an enemy by
raising a "hue and cry" against him. If this is successfully done - one or
more unbalanced members of society might be persuaded to kill the
enemy pointed by the scribes and think that they have done God a
service[6]

The scribe’s justification for starting a "hue and cry" can be anything. The
easiest method is to plant evidence, book, at the scene of a crime and then
say the writings of the author inspired the criminal to commit the crime.

Don’t be too quick to discount this modem Soviet-type "Trust" operation.
It is an old technique and it is effective[7].
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Establishment’s scribes can quickly gloss over the fact that a planted
book might be only a history book on economics, and using the "alleged"
report as an entry, they can go to work to demonise what they say are the
author’s REAL beliefs.

Five, Three, Ninety-two

An important political leader of the 20th century said that 5% of the
people are patriots, 2% traitors, and the remaining 93% just watch to see
which side is winning so that they will know whom to join to be on the
winning side.

Perhaps the percentages may be off one way or the other, but, if the basic
concept is true, then the opinions of the 5% are more important than those
of the 92% and are critical to the future of both the International Merchant
and the subject people who live in the merchant’s market area.

What Has Happened

It appears that while the ITC boasted of its victories, quietly and unher-
alded the 5% who are Saxon America’s Christian patriots have become
almost solidly "Reform Christian". In spite of the establishment media,
"Reform Christians" have quietly come to believe that the WORD of
God is "the Way" and there is none other. And there they stand.

Their motto is the motto most dreaded by the establishment: "It is better
to obey God than man." This is outright rebellion to the establishment
credo - "It is better to obey man than God."

The worldwide media blitz unleashed this last two months is the attempt
by the establishment’s scribes to retrieve a situation that they have only
just discovered. The world as they know it suddenly appears to be
deteriorating before their eyes[8].

Consequences of Saxon Obedience

Saxon’s who believes the WORD believe the following:
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• God the WORD appointed man to be both king and priest.

"Jesus Christ... hath made us kings and priests unto God and
his Father”. Rev 1:5-6

• Man is to have no other king than God the WORD.

"In the beginning was the WORD, and the word was with
God, and the WORD was God." John 1:1 and "The WORD
was made flesh, and dwelt among us." John 1:14; "Thou
shalt have no other gods before me. " Ex 20:3

• There are to be no monopolies.

"Woe unto them that join house to house, that lay field to
field, till there be no place, and they may be placed alone in
the midst of the earth." Isaiah 5:8

• No taxes.

"Of whom do the kings of the earth take custom or tribute?
of their own children, or of strangers? Peter saith unto him,
of strangers." (Gr: allotrios - foreign, not akin.) ... Then are
the children free." Matt 17:25- 26[9].

• The land is to be divided and never sold.

"The land shall be divided for an inheritance ...To many thou shalt give
the more —to few thou shalt give the less —the land shall be divided by
lot: according to —their fathers they shall inherit." Num 26:53-55

• Strangers are not allowed in the land.

"They shall not dwell in thy land, lest they make thee sin
against me." Ex 23:27- 33

• There is to be no trade with strangers.
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"If thou has stricken thy hand with a stranger (zûwr - racial
alien), thou art snared with the words of thy mouth. Pr. 6:1;
"They shall not dwell in thy land, lest they make thee sin
against me." I Kings 4:21

• Man is not to eat with them.

"Neither from a stranger ’s hand shall ye offer the bread of
your God of any of these; because their corruption is in them,
and blemishes be in them: they shall not be accepted for
you." Lev 22:25; "The things which the Gentiles sacrifice,
they sacrifice to devils, and not to God: and I would not that
ye should have fellowship with devils. Ye cannot drink the
cup of the Lord, and the cup of devils: ye cannot be partakers
of the Lord’s table, and of the table of devils." I Cor 11:20-
27[10]

• They are not allowed in our houses of worship.

"The stranger (Heb: zûwr - racial alien) that cometh nigh (the
tabernacle) shall be put to death." No 1:51[11]

• Strangers may not rule over us.

"Thou mayest not set a stranger (Heb: zûwr - racial alien)
over thee, which is not thy brother." Deu 17:15

• Interracial marriage is forbidden.

"Let them marry–- only to the family of the tribe of their
father." Numbers 36:6; "Thou  —shall go —to my kindred,
and take a wife." Gen 24:3,4;[12]

• Usury is a capital crime.

"Unto a stranger thou mayest lend upon usury; but unto thy
brother thou shalt not lend upon usury." Deu 23:20; "Hath
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given forth upon usury, and hath taken increase: shall he then
live? he shall not live: he hath done all these abominations;
he shall surely die; his blood shall be upon him. " Ezek 18:13

• Murderers and homosexuals are to be put to death.

"Ye shall take no satisfaction (substitute) for the life of a
murderer, which is guilty of death: but he shall surely be put
to death. " Num 35:31; "If a man lie with mankind, as he lieth
with a woman, both of them have committed an abomina-
tion: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall be
upon them." Lev 20:13

•  Abortion is forbidden.

"Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you; and before
you came forth from the womb, I sanctified you, and I
ordained you." Jer 1:5

• The WORD requires man to own guns.

"He said unto them ...he that hath no sword, let him sell his
garment and buy one." Luke 22:36

• We are to hate those who hate God.

"Shouldest thou help the ungodly, and love them that hate
the Lord? therefore is wrath upon thee from before the
Lord." II Chron 19:2; "I hate them, O Lord, that hate thee.
I hate them with a perfect hatred." Ps 139:21-22; "He that
hateth me hateth my Father also." John 15:23.

The King of Kings who issued these commandments is a King different
from the king appointed by the merchant. The priest they follow is a
different priest than the pharisee priest appointed by the merchant. The
Scribes they listen are different scribes than the merchants’ scribes.
Saxons who obey God the WORD consider themselves to be Christian,
and they consider those who disobey the WORD to be antichrist.
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Consequences of Saxon Obedience

When Saxons obey the WORD, International Trade Cartel merchants
cannot enter the land and buy and sell. Consequently, the ITC must stamp
out the WORD that forbids them from operating in their land.

But, throughout history, in spite of their efforts, the WORD has managed
to get out. Each time it has produced dire results:

1381 The Peasants Revolt - Wycliffe translated a Bible and it got to the
5%. All was quiet until a tax increase triggered a flash revolt. Within
days, the 5% led 50,000 armed men who marched on London, hanging
corrupt priests and judges on the way. Their mission - to reform England.
The establishment almost fell.

1524-1526 The German Peasants’ War - Martin Luther translated the
Bible into German. It got into the hands of the 5% who proceeded to put
what they learned into action. They took the vast church and crown lands
and divided them among the Saxon nation and lived under the Laws of
the King of Kings. The establishment almost fell.

1509-1564 Calvin - Calvin, Knox and others went to Switzerland and
translated the Bible into English. This Bible was smuggled into England
and Scotland. The Word spread across Europe and people began learning
their rights given them by God. Revolt broke out everywhere.

1514-1572 John Knox - Knox went to Scotland and soon Scots signed
the Covenant vowing to obey God and no other.

The English Civil War - In England, the 5% became "puritans" and most
of the 92% followed them. They demanded that the land be divided. It
was only by making deals with Oliver Cromwell, the rebels’ leader, that
the establishment was able to hang on.

1572 French Huguenots - The WORD spread over France. Under
leadership of the 5% the people began obeying the King of Kings when
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his Law conflicted with those of the king. The king of France woke up
one day and discovered that more than a quarter of France had abandoned
his rule for the Law of God and he was in danger of losing the rest of
France. It was a near thing.

More than four centuries have passed since these days and once again
rumblings are being heard in the land. The Scribes are striving one
against the other.

Their Scribes

The job of the ITC scribes is to provide gossip, inform the consumers of
the merchants’ market area, promote the policies of the king, and to vilify
his enemies.

Our Scribes

The job of the scribes of the King of Kings is to spread God’s WORD to
His people by whatever means are available.

Conclusion

The Cloak of Esau - the enemy’s media - has proved that it can reach out
and influence the mass 92% of the people any time it chooses. The
problem is that he cannot reach the 5% who are Christian Patriots.
Christian Patriots are the most difficult of all to persuade that lies are truth
and truth are lies. And, it is these who the 92% will listen to in the long
run. Why; "because everyone knows the media lies".

The enemy’s desperate lashing out, piling one lie on top of another,
shows his desperation. It shows that we have a clear field to reach out to
the rest of the 5% and begin to touch the 92%. The media slept too long.
It can’t reach them and we can.

Each of us is a Scribe of the King of Kings. We have been given a
responsibility by God to do something to advance His kingdom each and
every day. When we have delivered the very last of the 5% into the
knowledge of the WORD, all it will take is for the serpent to do some-
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thing else stupid - to tax us one extra goat; to call on the UN to occupy
our land; or to outlaw God the WORD. Whatever they do will be the
spark which will spread in an instant to the 92% who will then follow
their natural leaders to bring about; "Thy kingdom come ...on earth”.

In the meantime, the serpent is awake and knows that he has but a short
time. But, it’s too late, snake - you’ve been had!

NOTICE - THE UN

This is open notice to Americans. The UN has now been in Korea,
Vietnam, Africa, Yugoslavia, and elsewhere. They have left death and
destruction wherever they have been. The handwriting is on the wall. All
this is to condition the people to accept them when they come here.

America, its militias and its citizens must have their minds made up as to
what they are going to do when they see the blue helmets with sub-
machine guns walking the streets of America. As sure as the sun rises,
UN occupation forces are coming here.

Notes
1 The Crusaders wondered how the Saracens seem to know about events
almost as soon as they happened. The answer was pigeons. Travelling
merchants were required to deliver a carrier pigeon to the authorities of a
city which was brought from the last city they they had visited. They had
to do this before they could were allowed inside the gates of their
destination. By using these pigeons, news in the world of Islam spread as
fast as a bird could fly.

2 Janissaries were Christian children stolen or bought by Islamic agents
and raised in the Islamic religion. They were the most fanatical warriors
that Islam ever had. They were first to be met in an Arab invasion. When
captured they could only be killed - seldom converted. The same was true
of white children captured and raised by Indians. They often rose to be
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chiefs and were among the most brutal of all in their treatment of white
prisoners. Today’s media scribes, the journalists and reporters, are
compared to the Janissaries and renegades of the American forntier. They
are taught by establishment schools to hate themselves, their God, and
their nation - and they do, they passionately do.

3. A merchant shall hardly keep himself from doing wrong." Ecclesiasti-
cus 26:29.

4. In The Beginning, p. 1, Virginia Publishing Company. POB 997,
Lynchburg, Virg. 24505

5 The exception being the leaders of nations who actually try to throw off
the merchant’s rule. These nations are treated harshly when they are finally
conquered.

6. "Yea. the lime cometh, that whosoever killeth you will think that he
doeth God a favour." John 16:2

7. Buried on page B8 of the New York Times of Sept 15, 1995 was a story
titled "FBI Chemist Says Experts Are Pressured To Skew Tests." An FBI
chemist, Frederic Whitehurst, complained about the handling of the
evidence in the Trade Center case and in the 1991 trial of Walter L.
Moody, convicted of mail- bomb killings. Louis J. Freeh, now the Direc-
tor of the FBI, led the prosecution of the mail-bombing case Frederic
Whitehurst worked for 13-years for the FBI. He received a doctoral degree
from Duke and was the FBI’s top bomb-residue expert. In 1994 he was
demoted after taking his complaints to his superiors.

"On February 11, 1976, the late Congressman Larry McDonald inserted
evidence into the Congressional Record (pages E-617-619) documenting
how various US terrorist groups were actually being funded and control-
led by the federal government. The government secretly funded a section
of the Weather Underground Organization (which was repeatedly in-
volved in terrorist activities - including bombings, arson, and murder).

A January 10, 1976 Associated Press report stated: "The FBI created and
funded a ... group called the Secret Army Organization (S. A. O.)– in the
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early 1970’s the San Diego Union reports."The newspaper described the
S. A. O. as a "centrally designed and externally financed infrastructure
designed for terror and sabotage, were sanctioned by the nation’s most
powerful and highly respected law enforcement agency: the FBI.”

Actually, evidence doesn’t even have to be planted. Media scribes can
just "report" that evidence was found. If someone objects, the actual
"evidence" can be planted at a later date.

8. The way the ITC gained its newspaper monopoly is through advertising.
Not one person in a hundred reads the mass of advertising that comes
stuffed inside newspapers. People throw it away. This unneeded
advertising is really a newspaper subsidy. It is the reason there aren’t four
or five newspapers in your area. Establishment newspapers get advertising
from ITC industry and non- establishment papers don’t. Where there used
to be several papers in each city there is now one. ITC corporations give
advertising dollars to subsidize ITC newspapers. Saxon-owned papers
have been forced out of business. Practically all media now speaks with
one voice because they are all owned by the ITC. ITC advertising made
it possible.

9. "Notwithstanding, lest we should offend them, go to the sea (peoples),
and cast a hook (the Word), and take up the fish (the believer) that first
cometh up; and when thou hast opened his mouth, thou shall find a piece
of money (Gr. "stater" - a standard of value). That (standard of value)
take, and give unto them for me and thee." Matt 17:27

10."They shall not profane the holy things of the children of Israel, which
they offer unto the Lord. Le 22:15. Or, suffer them to bear the iniquity of
the trespass, when they eat their holy things: for I the Lord do sanctify
them." Le 22:16; "Withdraw from among the Gentiles and do not eat with
them.... for their actions are unclean and all their ways are defiled."
Jubilees 22:17

11. "We arc confounded, because we have heard reproach: shame hath
covered our faces: for strangers are come into the sanctuaries of the
Lord's house." Jer 51:51
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12. "If ye do in any wise –make marriages with them .—ye (shall) perish."
Joshua 23:12-13; "They have dealt treacherously against the Lord: for
they have begotten strange children." Hosea 5:7
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